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Nikola Milanovic is co-founder and CEO of Model Labs. The Berlin-based company offers innovative model-based software product family for system integration and service availability assessment. Previously he was senior researcher at Berlin University of Technology (TU Berlin) and Hasso-Plattner Institute (HPI) in Potsdam. Milanovic received his PhD in computer science from the Humboldt University in Berlin.

* * *

Germán Harvey Alférez Salinas is a lecturer of undergraduate and graduate courses and director of the Center for Research and Technology Development at the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Montemorelos University, Mexico. He is also an adjunct research associate at Asia-Pacific International University, Thailand. He finished a MSc in Information and Communication Technology at Assumption University, Thailand (President’s Award for Academic Excellence) and a BSc in Computer Science Engineering at EAFIT University, Colombia. He has worked in industrial as well as on academic environments such as: the Software Engineering Research Group at EAFIT University; the Information Technology Department at Orbitel, Colombia, and at the Master of education, Avondale College, Australia. He has a deep research interest on the following areas: software product lines, model-driven software development, aspect-oriented software development, and software architectures. Additional information may be found on his personal Website: http://fit.um.edu.mx/harvey/

Edward Mauricio Alférez Salinas is a PhD candidate in Computer Science/Informatics at Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal. His main research topics are requirements engineering, model-driven development, variability management and aspect-oriented software engineering. He worked in research as well as in the industry: EAFIT University, Colombia; West Indies Union, Jamaica; and Termopaipa Power Plant - STEAG A.G, Colombia. Since 2007 he has been working for the European Union’s project for the improvement of development techniques for Software Product Lines – AMPLE. He is member of the Research Center for Informatics and Information Technologies (CITI) and the Software Engineering group at Universidade Nova de Lisboa since 2007. He publishes and participates as a reviewer of international events. More information can be found at http://citi.di.fct.unl.pt/member/member.php?id=80.
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Achilleas Achilleos obtained recently his PhD from the School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering at the University of Essex, having being awarded a studentship, co-funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and British Telecom (BT). During that time he was also working as part-time researcher at BT. He received his M.Sc. with distinction from the same department and a B.Sc. with excellence from the Budapest University of Technology and Economics in Hungary. He is currently working as a post-doc researcher at the Department of Computer Science at the University of Cyprus. His research interests include model-driven development, pervasive service creation, mobile and service-oriented computing. He has published his research work in internationally refereed journals and conferences and as book chapters. He served also as a TPC member and referee in various conferences related to his research area. He is a member of the IEEE Computer Society and Cyprus Scientific and Technical Chamber (ΕΤΕΚ).

Daniel Amyot is Associate Professor at the University of Ottawa, which he joined in 2002 after working for Mitel Networks as a senior researcher in the Strategic Technology group. His research interests include requirements modeling and analysis with goals, scenarios, and aspects, business process modeling, software engineering, healthcare informatics, and feature interactions in emerging application domains. Daniel is Associate Rapporteur for formal languages at the International Telecommunication Union, where he leads the evolution of the User Requirements Notation (URN). He also leads the development of an open-source Eclipse plug-in (jUCMNav) for the creation, analysis, and transformation of URN models. Daniel has a PhD and a MSc from the University of Ottawa (2001 and 1994), as well as a B.Sc. from Laval University (1992), all in computer science. He is also a Professional Engineer in the province of Québec.

Francesca Arcelli Fontana has received her Master and PhD degrees in Computer Science at the University of Milano, Italy. She is currently in the position of Associate Professor at University of Milano-Bicocca. Her actual research activity principally concerns the software engineering field. In particular, her attention is focused on software evolution and reverse engineering, design patterns detection for reverse engineering, program comprehension, and system migration towards SOA architectures.

Jie Bao received his PhD in computer science from the Iowa State University in 2007. At ISU, his research interests included semantic data integration, modeling modular ontologies, collaborative ontology building and Web privacy protection. From 2008 to present, Dr. Bao has been a postdoctoral research associate at the Tetherless World Constellation, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, where he worked on a variety of topics in social Semantic Web, semantic wikis, ontology integrity constraint languages, policy formulation and scalable reasoning with Web ontologies. Currently he is visiting MIT as a Research Affiliate. He is a member of the OWL Working Group at W3C.

Hanane Becha received a MSc degree in the area of distributed computing from the University of Ottawa in 2004. While working as a key member of the Nortel Strategic Standards development team, leading the creation of Nortel-wide standards strategy for SOA and Web Services and contributing to the development of SOA-related international standards, she focused on identifying and filling gaps in standards for using SOA principles in telecommunications and mission critical applications. Hanane led the Object Management Group (OMG) Telecom Special Interest Group initiative and she is the editor of multiple documents at the International Telecommunications Union, Standardization Sector
(ITU-T). For her PhD studies at the University of Ottawa, Hanane is developing a framework to better handle non-functional properties (NFP) of services from the perspective of service consumers to enable advanced applications such as NFP-aware service selection. Hanane also taught several courses at the University of Ottawa.

**Stephan Bode** studied at Ilmenau University of Technology, Germany from 2002 to 2008 and received a diploma degree in computer science. Since 2008 he has been working on his PhD in computer science at the Department of Software Systems/Process Informatics at Ilmenau University of Technology under supervision of Matthias Riebisch. He got a doctoral scholarship from the federal state of Thuringia, Germany and is now working as a research associate. His research interests are on software architectural design methods, software evolution, software quality, and traceability. He already has several publications and is reviewing submissions to national and international workshops and conferences.

**Barrett R. Bryant** is Professor and Associate Chair of Computer and Information Sciences at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. His research interests include theory and implementation of programming languages, formal specification of software systems, and component-based software engineering, and he has authored or co-authored over 130 published papers in these areas. He received his MS and PhD from Northwestern University and his B. S. from the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, all in computer science. He is a member of EAPLS, and a senior member of ACM and IEEE. Further details are available at http://www.cis.uab.edu/bryant.

**Daniele Cammareri** is a former student of the Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca in Italy, where he received his Master degree in Computer Science in December 2009. His main academic interests concern software engineering, and in particular, object-oriented development, agile methodologies and project management. He is the co-author of three previously published papers related to the adaptivity aspects in software systems.

**Yu Cao** has been an Assistant Professor at the Department of Computer Science, California State University, Fresno (Fresno State) since August 2007. Prior to that, he was a Visiting Fellow of Biomedical Engineering at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota. He received his MS and PhD degrees in Computer Science from Iowa State University in 2005 and 2007, respectively. He received the B.Eng. degree from Harbin Engineering University in 1997, the M.Eng. degree from Huazhong University of Science and Technology in 2000, all in Computer Science. His research interests span a variety of aspects of intelligent system and biomedical informatics, which include the areas of imaging and structural informatics, medical information retrieval, consumer health informatics and telemedicine. His research work has appeared in various prestigious journals, book chapters, and refereed conference proceedings. His research is being supported by both NSF and NIH.

**Yixin Diao** received his PhD degree in Electrical Engineering from Ohio State University in 2000. Since 2001, Dr. Diao has been a Research Staff Member at the IBM Thomas J Watson Research Center in Hawthorne, New York. His research interests include performance and systems management, service automation and complexity benchmark, and adaptive control and optimization of distributed systems. Yixin received the 2002-2005 IFAC Theory Paper Prize from the International Federation of Automatic Control for “Immunity-based hybrid learning methods for approximator structure and parameter adjust-
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Dr. Sanhu Diao received the PhD degree in Computer Science from the University of Manchester (UMIST) and a BSc and MSc degree in Information Technology from the University of London. He is currently a member of the School of Computing at the University of Leicester, and is also an Associate Professor at the Information Systems and Technology Faculty of the University of Technology at the University of Technology at Birmingham (UTB). His research activity addressed and addresses different topics in the field of security and cryptography, focusing on model-based analysis and design of correctness properties including testability, robustness, adaptability, and reconfiguration. He is or has been involved in several national and international projects in the field of distributed and concurrent communicating systems. He is author of more than 150 regular and invited papers in international conferences and journals. He is or has been initiator of different national and international projects and collaborations in the field of networked services and distributed and communicating systems. Khalil Drira has been editor of a number of proceedings, books and journal issues in these fields.

Khalil Drira received the Engineering and MS (DEA) degrees in Computer Science from ENSEEIHT (INP Toulouse), in June and September 1988 respectively. He obtained the PhD and HDR degrees in Computer Science from UPS, University Paul Sabatier Toulouse, in October 1992, and January 2005 respectively. He is since 1992, Chargé de Recherche, a full-time research position at the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS). Khalil Drira’s research interests include formal design, implementation, testing and provisioning of distributed communicating systems and cooperative networked services. His research activity addressed and addresses different topics in this field focusing on model-based analysis and design of correctness properties including testability, robustness, adaptability, and reconfiguration. He is or has been involved in several national and international projects in the field of distributed and concurrent communicating systems. He is author of more than 150 regular and invited papers in international conferences and journals. He is or has been initiator of different national and international projects and collaborations in the field of networked services and distributed and communicating systems. Khalil Drira is or has been member of the programme committees of international and national conferences. He is member of the editorial board of different international journals in the field of software architecture and communicating and distributed systems. Khalil Drira has been editor of a number of proceedings, books and journal issues in these fields.

Eduardo Fernández-Medina has a PhD and MSc in Computer Science. He is Associate Professor at the Escuela Superior de Informática of the Universidad de Castilla- La Mancha at Ciudad Real (Spain). His research activities are security requirements, security in databases, data warehouses, Web services and Information Systems, and also in security metrics. He is the co-editor of several books and chapter books on these subjects, and has several dozens of papers in national and international conferences. He participates at the ALAROC research group of the Department of Information Technologies and Systems at the University of Castilla- La Mancha, in Ciudad Real (Spain). He belongs to various professional and research associations (ATI, AEC, AENOR, IFIP, WG11.3, etc).

Nektarios Georgalas holds a Diploma in Electrical and Computer Engineering from the University of Patras, Greece, an MPhil in Computation from University of Manchester (UMIST) and a PhD in Computer Science from the University of London. He joined British Telecom (BT) in 1998 and is now a principal researcher in the company’s Centre for Information and Security Systems Research. During his career with BT, he has participated and managed research projects in areas including active networks, market-driven data management systems, policy-based management, distributed Information Systems, Service-Oriented Architectures and Web services. His research is currently focused on product lifecycle management, particularly migration planning and concept-to-market, and rapid service assembly. Nektarios has led numerous international collaborations on the application of model-driven architecture and New Generation Operations Systems and Software (NGOSS) standards in telecoms operational support systems and has both led and contributed to the work of the TeleManagement Fo-
rum. He holds five patents, has authored more than 30 papers and has frequently been invited to speak at international conferences.

Jeff Gray is an Associate Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Alabama. His research interests include model-driven engineering, aspect orientation, code clones, and generative programming. Jeff received a PhD in Computer Science from Vanderbilt University and both the BS and MS in Computer Science from West Virginia University. He is a member of the ACM and a Senior Member of the IEEE. Further details are available at http://www.cs.ua.edu/~gray.

Daniel Gross is completing his doctorate at Faculty of Information at the University of Toronto. His research focuses on applying goal and agent oriented modeling and analysis techniques to support architectural software design in organizational settings. Daniel holds a Dipl. Ing. Degree in informatics from the Technical University of Vienna, and a Bachelor degree in Computer Science and Industrial Control Systems from the Jerusalem College of Technology. Daniel has worked in various capacities related to workflow management at the IBM Vienna Software Development Laboratory in Austria, and on object-oriented meta and insurance business modeling at the IBM World Wide Insurance Solution and Delivery Center in La Hulpe, Belgium. Daniel has also worked as a freelance system analyst, and holds a UK and US patent on a method for Recipient controlled communication systems.

John Harris was born in Greece and came to the United States to pursue a higher education. He is now a U.S. citizen. He has gotten a B.S. degree in Computer Science from CSU Bakersfield in 2005 and an M.S. degree in Computer Science from CSU Fresno in 2009. His research has mainly focused on the merging of a proprietary XML schema with that of the MPEG-7 schema.

Joseph Hellerstein received the PhD from the University of California at Los Angeles (USA) in 1984. From 1984-2006, he was a researcher and senior manager at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Hawthorne, NY (USA) where he founded the Adaptive Systems Department that contributed management and control technologies to IBM products. From 2006-2008, he was a Principal Architect at Microsoft Corp. in Redmond, WA (USA) where he contributed to Visual Studio and .NET. From 2008- present, he has been a software engineer and engineering manager at Google in Fremont, WA where he manages the Performance Analytics Department that provides performance modeling tools for the Google computing infrastructure. Dr. Hellerstein has published over 100 papers, is a Fellow of the IEEE, and received the IEEE/IFIP Stokesberry Award for outstanding contributions to the network management community.

Juan Hernández is a Full Professor of Languages and Systems and the Head of the Quercus Software Engineering Group of the Extremadura University (Spain). He received the BSc in Mathematics from the University of Extremadura and the PhD degree in computer science from the Technical University of Madrid. His research interests include component-based software development, aspect orientation and distributed systems. He is involved in several research projects as responsible and senior researcher related to these subjects. He has participated in many workshops and conferences as speaker and member of the program committee. He is currently member of the Spanish steering committee on Software Engineering, and organized several workshops and international conferences. He is a member of both the ACM and the IEEE Computer Society.
Mohamed Jmaiel obtained his diploma of engineer in Computer Science from Kiel (Germany) University in 1992 and his PhD from the Technical University of Berlin in 1996. He joined the National School of Engineers of Sfax (Tunisia) as Assistant Professor of Computer Science in 1995. He became an Associate Professor in 1997 and full Professor in January 2009. He participated in the initiation of many graduate courses at the University of Sfax. His current research areas include software engineering of distributed systems, formal methods in model-driven architecture, component oriented development, self-adaptive and pervasive systems, autonomic middleware. He published more than 100 regular and invited papers in international conferences and journals, and has co-edited four conferences proceedings and three journals special issues on these subjects. More details are available on his home page: http://www.redcad.org/members/jmaiel/

Roland Kaschek studied mathematics at the University of Oldenburg (Germany). His interest was in algebraic subjects such as semigroups and categories. In 1990 he received a PhD with a thesis in algebraic graph theory. As a fresh PhD holder he joined Heinrich Mayr’s Information Systems research group at the University of Klagenfurt (Austria) where he worked on object oriented analysis methods, business process modelling, and database design. From 1999 to 2001 he was employed by UBS AG in Zurich (Switzerland). There he was involved in software architecture and data warehouse projects. From 2002 to 2008 he was an Associate Professor with Massey University in Palmerston North (New Zealand) working on various aspects of Information Systems design and its mathematical foundations. Until 2009 he was a Professor for Information Systems with the KIMEP in Almaty (Kazakhstan). Currently he works on aspects of the mathematical foundations of Information Systems design.

Christian Kop currently works as an Assistant Professor at Klagenfurt University and is a member of the German computer society “Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI)”. He studied Informatics at the same university and received his PhD in 2002. His research interests cover the research areas of conceptual modeling, requirements engineering, natural language processing, and ontologies. Especially, he is interested in bridging the gap between natural language sentences and conceptual models as well as ontologies. The aim of his research activities is to make conceptual models and ontologies also understandable for persons with no technical background.

Mariam Lahami has obtained her diploma of engineer in computer science from National Engineering School of Sfax (Tunisia) in 2006. From the Faculty of Economics and Management of Sfax (Tunisia) she obtained her Master’s thesis in 2009. She participated in the initiation of many graduate courses at the University of Sfax. Her current research works are concentrated on the runtime testing of distributed and evolvable real time systems. More details are available on her home page: http://www.redcad.org/members/meriam.lahami/

Ming Li has been a faculty in the Department of Computer Science, California State University, Fresno, since August 2006. He received his MS and PhD degrees in Computer Science from The University of Texas at Dallas in 2001 and 2006, respectively. His research interests include QoS strategies for wireless networks, robotics communications, and multimedia streaming over wireless networks. He is a guest editor of a special issue on Recent Advances in Sensor Integration for International Journal of Sensor Networks, a special issue on Data Semantics for Multimedia Systems in Springer Multimedia Tools and Applications, and a special issue in Journal of Multimedia. He has served as the TPC co-
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chairs and program committees in various international workshops and conferences in multimedia and networking areas. Ming Li is a member of ACM and IEEE.

Shih-Hsi “Alex” Liu is currently an assistant professor in the Department of Computer Science at the California State University, Fresno. He received his BS degree at National Chiao-Tung University, Taiwan in 2000, M.S. degree at University of Houston in 2002, and Ph.D. at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, all in computer science. Dr. Liu’s primary research interests are in software product line engineering, model-driven engineering, domain-specific languages, service-oriented computing, and evolutionary computations. His research work has been published in the journals, book chapters, and refereed proceedings and he has co-edited, co-organized or committed in journals/conferences/workshops in the aforementioned areas. Dr. Liu is a member of ACM, IEEE, and Upsilon Pi Epsilon. More information about Dr. Liu is available at http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~shliu.

Heinrich C. Mayr received his doctorate in applied mathematics from the University of Grenoble (France) in 1975. Until 1983 he was an assistant professor at the University of Karlsruhe (Germany) and a visiting professor in the domain of database technology and Information Systems at several universities. From 1984-1990 he was CEO of a German software company, since 1990 he is full professor of informatics at the Alpen-Adria-Universitaet Klagenfurt, Austria. For 10 years he was the Dean of the “Faculty of Economics, Business Administration and Informatics”. Since 2006 he is the Rector of the AAU. His research is documented by more than 160 publications and includes Information Systems design methodologies, natural language processing in requirements analysis, knowledge management and case based reasoning in the context of service systems, and software project management. He has been, among others, Vice President of the Council of European Professional Informatics Societies (CEPIS), President of the Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI), Vice President of the Software Internet Cluster SIC, Carinthia. Currently he is editor in chief of the GI-Edition “Lecture Notes in Informatics”, member of the board of the Austrian Computer society (OCG), chairman of the Council of the Carinthian College of Education, board member of Carinthia Tech Institute, and Fellow of GI.

Marco Massarelli is a former student of the Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca in Italy, where he received his Master degree in Computer Science in April 2010. His academic career covered various software engineering areas such as software architectures, software development, object-oriented methodologies, software test and analysis, software evolution, and reverse engineering and project management. As a personal interest he constantly studies Web design and Web-related technologies and trends. He is an avid reader of everything related to technology, including science-fiction.

Daniel Mellado has a PhD and MSc in Computer Science from the Castilla-La Mancha University (Spain) and Autonomous University of Madrid (Spain), and Certified Information System Auditor by ISACA (Information System Audit and Control Association). He is Assistant Professor of the Department of Information Technologies and Systems at the Castilla-La Mancha University in Toledo (Spain). He participates at the ALARCOS research group of the Department of Information Technologies and Systems at the University of Castilla-La Mancha. He is civil servant at the Spanish Tax Agency (in Madrid, Spain), where he works as IT Auditor. His research activities are security requirements engineering, security in Information Systems, secure software process improvement, and auditory quality and product lines. He has several dozens of papers in national and international conferences, journals
and magazines on these subjects and co-author of several chapter books. He belongs to various professional and research associations (ASIA, ISACA, ASTIC, ACTICA, etc).

**Mohamed Nadhmi Miladi** obtained his diploma of engineer in Computer Science from the Faculty of Science of Tunis (FST) in 2003 and his Master's thesis diploma from National Engineering School of Sfax (ENIS) in 2005. He is now finalising his Ph.D. diploma in the Research Unit of Development and Control of Distributed Applications (ReDCAD) related to the ENIS School with the collaboration of the Laboratory of Analysis and Systems Architecture (LAAS) in Toulouse (French). He joined the High institute of Industrial Management of Sfax (ISGI) as Assistant Professor of Computer Science in 2009. He participated to the initiation of many graduate courses at the ISGI institute. His current research areas include design of software engineering of distributed systems, component based development, service oriented development, and self-adaptive systems. More details are available on his home page: http://www.redcad.org/members/miladi/

**Alireza Moayerzadeh** received his MSc in Computer Science from University of Toronto. His research interests include goal-oriented knowledge representation methods, analysis of Open-Source software from social and technical perspectives, and software architecture and design. Alireza is currently working at Facebook helping make the Internet more social for everyone.

**Nirmal K Mukhi** is a Senior Software Engineer at IBM T.J. Watson Research Center. At IBM, he has worked on Web services standards and was involved in development of a number of early Web service technologies including WSIF and BPWS4J. Nirmal also studied QoS issues for Web services and more recently has been researching methods for monitoring informal business processes. Nirmal has published a number of research articles in these areas. Prior to joining IBM, Nirmal worked on middleware for Grid infrastructures at Indiana University, where he completed his Masters degree in Computer Science in 1999.

**Gunter Mussbacher** received a MSc degree in the area of requirements engineering from Simon Fraser University in 1999. While working as a research engineer for the Strategic Technology department of Mitel Networks, he applied and taught User Requirements Notation (URN) concepts at Mitel. In 2008, Gunter co-edited with Daniel Amyot the URN standard of ITU-T. For his PhD studies at the University of Ottawa, Gunter is developing the Aspect-oriented URN (AoURN), a framework that enables goal-oriented, scenario-based, and aspect-oriented modeling in a unified way. His general research interests lie in requirements engineering, URN, aspect-oriented modeling and software development, and patterns. Gunter organized the Early Aspects (EA) workshop at AOSD 08 and is on the programming committee of the AOM and EA workshops. He taught URN and AoURN tutorials at RE, ICSE, UML, and AOSD and other venues and software engineering courses at Simon Fraser University and the University of Ottawa.

**Yuichi Nakamura** is a research staff member at IBM Research - Tokyo. He joined in IBM in 1990, and has worked on several areas such as object-oriented systems, multi-agent systems, B2B e-commerce and knowledge engineering. Between 1999 and 2007, he led several Web services projects such that he initiated Apache Axis project to implement a Web service engine, designed security and cache components for IBM WebSphere Application Server as a lead architect, and conducted security policy research
including Model-Driven Security. After two year experience as an IT architect at IBM service division, he joined in the Research division again to work on a security management project. He received an MSc and a PhD in applied physics from Osaka University in 1987 and 1990 respectively.

Kouichi Ono received his B.S.E. and M.S.E. degrees, both in electronics from Waseda University, Japan in 1987 and 1989, respectively. From 1990 to 1992, he was a Research Associate in the Centre for Informatics, Waseda University. His research interests include formal methods for software verification, program analysis, mobile agent technology, software development support technology for Web/XML application, software reuse, computer security, model-driven development for embedded software, and reverse engineering. He was a board member of Japan Society for Software Science and Technology from 2003 to 2006. He is currently working at IBM Research - Tokyo. He is a member of the IPSJ, the JSSST, the ACM and the IEEE Computer Society.

Guadalupe Ortiz completed her PhD in Computer Science at the University of Extremadura (Spain) in 2007. Since graduating in 2001 and for the following eight years, she worked as an Assistant Professor as well as a research engineer at the University of Extremadura’s Computer Science Department. She has recently joined the University of Cádiz as Professor in the Computer Science Language and Systems department. She has published numerous peer-reviewed papers in international journals, workshops and conferences, and she has been a member of various program and organization committees of scientific workshops and conferences over the last years. Her research interests embrace aspect-oriented techniques as a way to improve Web service development in various fields, with an emphasis on model-driven extra-functional properties and quality of service, as well as their adaptation to mobile devices.

Sujay Parekh is a Software Engineer at IBM T.J. Watson Research Center. He earned his BS in Computer Science and Mathematics from Cornell University and his PhD in Computer Science from the University of Washington. His interests are broadly in the performance, tuning and management of distributed computing systems. He has published papers in a variety of areas including feedback control, computer architecture, databases and systems management. He is co-author of a book on feedback control of computing systems.

Nicolò Perino is a PhD student in Computer Science at the University of Lugano since 2009 under the supervision of Prof. Mauro Pezzè. He is interested in software engineering and in particular in autonomic and self-healing systems area. His research is focused on detecting and healing techniques for functional failures in Web and desktop applications. He received his Bachelor and Master degree in Computer Science from Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca in 2007 and 2009 where he took an internship at STMicroelectronics about the interoperability issues among UML tools. During his Master and doctoral studies he taught as assistant for several courses in various computer science disciplines.

Mario Piattini has a MSc and PhD in Computer Science from the Politecnical University of Madrid. He is certified Information System auditor by ISACA (Information System Audit and Control Association). He is Associate Professor at the Escuela Superior de Informática of the Castilla- La Mancha University (Spain). He is author of several books and papers on databases, security, software engineering and Information Systems. He leads the ALARCOS research group of the Department of
Information Technologies and Systems at the University of Castilla-La Mancha, in Ciudad Real (Spain). His research interests are: advanced database design, database quality, software metrics, object-oriented metrics and software maintenance.

**Claudia Raibulet** is an Assistant Professor at the Universitá degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca in Italy. She received her Master degree in Computer Science from Politehnica University of Bucarest, Romania in 1997 and her PhD degree from Politecnico di Torino, Italy in 2002. She is involved in Software Engineering and Reverse Engineering courses. Her research interests concern various software engineering areas including software architectures, object-oriented methodologies, development of adaptive systems, mobile systems, distributed systems, software architecture reconstruction, and design pattern detection. Claudia Raibulet co-authored more than fifty research papers published in international journals, conferences, and workshops. She is involved in referee activities for various international journals, as well as in organizing and program committees for international conferences and workshops.

**Matthias Riebisch** received a diploma degree in automation engineering from Dresden University of Technology in 1988. In 1993 he earned a doctoral degree in computer science from the Ilmenau University of Technology, Germany for research on component-based software engineering and reusability. He is currently teaching and researching at the Ilmenau University of Technology, where he is leading a research group on software architectural design methods and software evolution. He spent three years in leading positions in industry as project leader and architect of large software projects. During his career in academia he worked in several international and national projects in a strong collaboration with industry. In 2005, he served one term at the Oldenburg University as a professor for software engineering. His research has spanned a range of topics in the fields of software engineering, systems engineering, software processes and quality, reusability and software architectures. He has also worked on software evolution and traceability, especially for model-driven design.

**Jesús Rodríguez** has an MSc in Computer Science from the Castilla-La Mancha University (Spain). He participates at the ALARCOS research group of the Department of Information Technologies and Systems at the University of Castilla-La Mancha. He works at the Department of Defense of Indra Software Labs (in Ciudad Real, Spain). His research activities are security requirements engineering, security in Information Systems, quality and product lines. He has some papers in national and international conferences.

**Fumiko Satoh** received her Master’s degree in physics and Doctoral degree in computer science from Tokyo Institute of Technology in 2001 and 2010, respectively. She joined IBM Research - Tokyo in 2001. She has worked on metadata for video digest, security for SOA applications (Web Services security runtime and tooling, WS-Security related specifications, security policies, security configuration and validation), and model-driven development. She is an author of two Redbooks titled “WebSphere application server V6 security handbook” and “WebSphere version 6 Web Services handbook development and deployment.” She started new research that focused IT technologies contributing to emissions trading and management. Her current research interests include non-functional requirements of business process management, Cloud Computing, emission management technologies, and eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL).
Vladimir A. Shekhovtsov currently works as an Associate Professor at National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnical Institute”, Kharkiv, Ukraine. He studied Information Systems at the same university and received his Candidate of Science degree (Ph.D. equivalent) in 1998. His research interests include stakeholder involvement in software process activities, human-computer interaction in software engineering, service-oriented computing, and software quality modeling. The aim of his research activities is to establish foundations for the software process driven by stakeholder opinions on quality of the prospective system.

Thell Smith is currently a graduate student in the Information Systems program at the University of Phoenix. He received his BS degree from the Department of Computer Science at the California State University, Fresno in 2008. His research has focused on the semantic annotation of biomedical multimedia as well as the merging of a proprietary XML schema with that of the MPEG-7 schema. He was the president of the Kappa Chapter of Upsilon Pi Epsilon.

Xiping Song is a senior consultant at the requirement engineering program at Siemens Corporate Research. In over a decade serving at Siemens, Dr. Song has been involved in a large number of software development projects. His research interests include non-functional requirements, platform requirements, medical workflows and software architecture. Dr. Song had published widely in the software engineering community. Dr. Song received a BS from Beijing Polytechnic University, China, a MS from University of Colorado at Boulder, and a PhD from University of California at Irvine, all in computer science.

Vladimir Stantchev is a senior scientist at the Berlin Institute of Technology where he heads the Public Services and SOA Group. He is also a senior lecturer at the FOM Hochschule für Ökonomie und Management in Berlin, Germany. Vladimir received a Masters Degree in Computer Science from the Humboldt University in Berlin, Germany in 2005 and a PhD in Computer Science from the Berlin Institute of Technology in 2007. In 2008 he was a visiting postdoctoral scholar - Fellow at the University of California, Berkeley and at the International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley. His research interests are in the areas of service-oriented computing, software engineering, and IT management.

Gerrit Tamm is affiliated with the Humboldt-University at Berlin. He is also a professor of Business Information Systems at the SRH University Berlin and CEO of Asperado GmbH. Gerrit received a Masters Degree in Industrial Engineering from the Berlin Institute of Technology and in 2003 a PhD from Humboldt University in Berlin. After a post-doc stay at the St. Gallen University in Switzerland he was a visiting professor in 2004 in Erfurt, Germany. He headed the Research Centers “InterVal - Internet and ValueChain” and “Ko-RFID -Kollaboration und RFID.” Gerrit is founder and DEO of the Electronic Business Forum and Absolvent.de. He is an advisory board member of eco e.V. (Verband der deutschen Internetwirtschaft e.V) and member of the UDDI Advisory Board.

Michiaki Tasubori is a researcher at IBM Research - Tokyo in Japan. Since 1997, he has worked on advanced reflection technologies in Java (a.k.a. OpenJava and Javassist), and applied the technologies to aspect-oriented development for distributed computing (a.k.a. Addistant) at University of Tsukuba, Japan. Just after receiving a PhD degree in Engineering in 2002, he joined IBM Research in Japan. There he shifted his research focus to more application side, Web, and worked on XML and Web Ser-
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